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Axis & Allies: 1914 

Piece Ideas and Rules for Expanded Play 

Poison Gas- (Acrylic Marker) Poison Gas is another invention of the infernal nature 

of warfare that was the First World War. Gas attacks were thought to be an effective 

way to reduce the combat effectiveness of the opposition forces, however, counter 

current winds often left the attackers suffering the same effects of the wafting gas as 

those they intended to deploy it upon. 

Cost: 10     Attack: Variable*     Defense: N/A     Move: N/A 

Ordnance: Poison Gas functions a piece of ordinance, meaning it is a special ammunition 

or weapon that can be deployed against opposing positions serving a specific purpose. 

Once purchased, place down a “Yellow Poison Gas Marker” to symbolize a first level 

attack. Poison Gas can be purchased and deployed into the same territory up to three 

times maximum with a color representing the level of attack accordingly (Second Level 

attack is Orange, Red is third level). 

The Damages according to the level of gas is as Follows: 

Poison Level Cost Attack Duration 

Yellow (1st Level) 10 2 2 Turns 

Orange (2nd Level) 10 3 2 Turns 

Red (3rd Level) 10 4 3 Turns 

 

Attacking/Effect: When deployed, roll the D6 as normal, if the number rolled is the 

number required in the chart (or less) for the corresponding color, then eliminate 1 

infantry unit equal to the level of the attack launched. (First level eliminates 1 infantry, 

second level eliminates 2 and so on). However, if a 6 is rolled, the player who launched 

the attack must eliminate 1 infantry equal to the level of attack launched instead due to 

wafting gases on changing winds. For each turn the gas attack lasts, the die must be 

rolled.  

Upgrading Potency: Upgrading the level of the attack is as simple as the following; on the 

following turn after the initial attack, the player whom launched the first attack may, 

instead of rolling for the second round of effect may pay 10 IPCs to launch a second, 

more potent attack. The same principle applies for upgrading from the 2nd Level attack 

to the 3rd and final level of potency.  

Requires Advanced Technologies: Poison Gas is available to any player whom researches 

“Chemical Warfare” on the Advanced Technologies Chart.  
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Advanced Technologies Chart: The Advanced Technologies Chart is an added 

phase to a player’s turn (happening before the Purchase/Repair New Units Phase). 

Much like in the other installments of Axis and Allies. A player may purchase a 

research die for 6 IPCs, (Up to 5 maximum for 30 IPCs). On a roll of “6” the player will 

have successfully achieved a breakthrough. Re-roll the die for every success and the 

number then rolled is the corresponding technology unlocked as followed by the chart 

below: 

Advanced Technology Corresponding number Ability Given 

Enhanced Industry 1 .All Factories produce +2 

additional units. 

 

.All unit repair/costs are 

reduced by 2 IPCs 

 

.Rail Infrastructure 

increased by 1. 

Advanced Defenses 2 .Machine Gun Marker 

Available for purchase. 

 

.All Infantry units gain a 

+1 Defense on first round 

of combat. 

Advanced Flight 3 .Bomber unit is available 

for purchase. 

Mechanical Warfare 4 .Tank units are available 

for purchase. 

Chemical Warfare 5 .Poison Gas Marker 

available for Purchase. 

Advanced Submarines 6 .Submarines attack and 

defense +1.  

 

*If the number rolled on a research die is a repeat of one already rolled, then the 

player may either re-roll the die once for a different number OR receive 5 IPCs in 

refunded research. If the second roll is again a double of an already researched 

technology the player MUST take back the 5 IPC refunded research.  
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Orange Poison Gas Markers (Purchase HERE) 

Red Poison Gas Markers (Purchase HERE) 

Yellow Poison Gas Markers (Purchase HERE) 

 

http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Poison-Gas-Orange-Marker-Acrylic-x5_p_1526.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Poison-Gas-Red-Marker-Acrylic-x5_p_1525.html
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/HBG-Poison-Gas-Yellow-Marker-Acrylic-x5_p_1527.html

